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1 Executive Summary 
The agile development methodology applied in STAMINA relies on iterative and incremental test 
sprints for managing the integration, testing and structured feedback to RTD. Four test cycles have 
been planned during which all partners will be focused on the test in order to provide flawless runs 
and sustainable feedback to the R&D partners. 
 
The present document is the test and evaluation report for the second test cycle. At this stage, the 
focus lies on the generalization and combination of the previous developments.   
 
The document is decomposed as follows: the reader will find a general description of the test sprint 
organization in the introductory section. The rest of the document is structured in relation with the 
test sprint scheduling, following a bottom-up approach: Section 3 describes the integration and 
testing of the elementary skills (navigation, picking, placing); Section 4 presents the integration of 
the skill planner; Section 5 demonstrates how the Logistic planner works and is configured by the 
logistic technician; Section 6 describes the integration of the Mission Planner. Finally, Section 7 
discusses the system test on a complete run and identifies future work for the next test sprint. The 
reader will find in the Appendix two papers submitted for publication summarizing the experiments 
for picking, placing and vertical integration.  
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2 Introduction 

2.1 Objectives of the second test sprint 
As a reminder, the first test sprint consisted in independent evaluation and testing of individual 
developments performed in laboratory set-ups (with different hardware than the targeted one). 
Please refer to deliverable D1.3.1 for more details. 

The overall goals of the second test sprint were: 
 Integration and testing of elementary skills (navigating, picking, placing) 
 Integration of software components in the skill/tasks/missions architecture 
 Definition of network interfaces between the robot and ERP system  

 
The considered scenario for the second test sprint was:  

• The tests will be performed on PSA shop floor after thorough prior testing at BAS  
• A test environment composed of shelves and pallets will be set-up 
• Known objects for de-palletizing tests will be located on the pallets  
• During a teaching phase the robot will acquire information for the world model 
• The robot will use the skill-based infrastructure SkiROS 
• For each kitting mission, the robot navigates around to pick objects from the pallets and 

place them in the embedded kit 
• After initial tests of elementary actions, the robot will perform complete runs of pallet-

picking of objects  
NB: the shelf bin-picking problem has not been considered in the second test sprint scenario. 

2.2 Description of the test sprint environment 
The second test sprint of the STAMINA project took place from M18 to M21. Initially planned at 
the integrator’s location (BAS), the tests have finally been performed at the PSA plant of Rennes as 
the space available for testing was limited in BAS.  
 
PSA has created a replica of a small logistics supermarket (see picture below) with containers and 
shelves for testing the basic robot skills (navigation, part localization, picking, placing).  
 
 

     
Figure 1 : Testing environment in PSA Rennes plant 
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The test supermarket is a 40mx15m area. Its layout is represented below. 
 

 
Figure 2: Layout of the kitting supermaket for the second test sprint 

 
The requirement for initiating the second test sprint was a complete hardware integration. The 
construction of the demonstration platform and the hardware integration took place in BAS location 
from M12 to M18. The STAMINA robot was thus delivered to the consortium in month M19. All 
hardware components have been designed and integrated on the final mobile platform, including the 
new arm (FANUC M-20iA), the gripper, the conveyor and the power converters. In order to enable 
easier testing, an additional plug has been added to power the arm and recharge the battery during 
stationary tests. Also, PSA updated the kit design to take into account the remarks made on version 
1 of the kits. 
 
 

   
Figure 3: STAMINA robot delivered to the consortium at the second test sprint kick-off meeting (March 4th, 2015) 
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2.3 Planned activities 
The planned activities for the second test sprint are described in the Gantt chart below. The 
integration and test of the different WP contributions follow a bottom-up approach with 1) Testing 
of elementary modules, and 2) Complete system test and evaluation during a final experiment week 
with all partners (from May 18th to 22nd). The results obtained for each phase are discussed in the 
following sections. 

 
 

NB: During the test sprint intense communication among partners was expected. A test sprint diary 
has been set-up to share knowledge about the hardware, test setup, results, problems etc.  
 

W10 W11 W12 W13 W14 W15 W16 W17 W18 W19 W20 W21 W22

Mapping of the test area ALU-FR / BAS
1/ Raw map for navigation Onsite
2/ Improved map with reference to bin and shelves Onsite

World model setting up INESC / PSA
Integrate CAD models (parts, containers) in the logistics planner Offsite
Integrate CAD model of the kit Offsite
Teach grasp strategy (parts or trash) Offsite
Create relationship Parts/Containers/GPS_coordinate Offsite
Create relationship Kit_cell/Part Offsite

Elementary tests of the Logistics Planner INESC / UEDIN / PSA

Off-line connection with Fakir (receive kitting orders as XML files) Onsite
Generate Mission plan Onsite

Navigation ALU-FR
Send mobile base to a specific location Onsite
1/ Location given manually Onsite
2/ Location provided by the Logistics Planner Onsite

Picking parts from Large Volume (LV) BONN

0/ Calibrating the robot and sensors Onsite
1/ Scan the container Onsite
2/ Part selection and inspection Onsite
3/ Path planing Onsite
4/ Part grasping Onsite
5/ Return arm to home position Onsite

Placing in kitting cell AAU
1/ Kit localization Onsite
2/ Cell localization Onsite
3/ Path planing Onsite
4/ Dropping the part Onsite
5/ Return arm to home position Onsite

Scenario 1 : Nominal operating mode ALL
1/ Get a mission Onsite
2/ Constitute a kit with N parts Onsite
3/ Evacuate the kit Onsite

Scenario 2 : Disturbed operating mode ALL
2.1. Manage separators during cycle Onsite Not Tested
2.2. A container (LV) gets empty Onsite Not Tested
2.3. A box (SB) gets empty Onsite Not Tested
2.4. Wrong part in container Onsite Not Tested
2.5. Human populated area Onsite Not tested
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3 Integrating and testing individual elements 

3.1 Navigation skill 

 Integration phase 3.1.1
The navigation skill is the component responsible for the navigation capabilities of the robot base. It 
is composed of two main components: set-up and operation. The set-up component includes the 
interfaces to build a map of the environment and define admissible paths for the robot. The 
operation component includes the navigation functionalities as well as the interfaces to SkiROS (see 
Deliverable D3.2). 

During the recent test sprint, the navigation skill was integrated and tested in three phases. The 
hardware interfaces were integrated and tested in the first stage, in Marc together with the mapping 
tool. The predefined path tool and the path planner were integrated in the second stage. In the third 
stage all navigation components were tested at PSA. 

Not many difficulties were encounter during the integration phase, thanks to the multiple integration 
stages and the continual feedback between Freiburg and BA Systems. Bugs were discovered and fix 
promptly. The focus during the integration was on the following topics:  

Component integration and testing  
We tested the mapping tool in all stages for robustness. During the second integration stage we 
started integrating the tool for teaching a predefined path. The integration of first and second stage 
took place at BA Systems in a small test area and later in a bigger hall. The third integration stage 
took place at PSA in the dedicated Test Sprint area. 
We integrated the planner and the trajectory controller in the second and third phase of the 
integration to complete the integration of the navigation skill. The navigation skill consists in two 
different operating modes: fully autonomous navigation and navigation on a predefined path. After 
a few test during the integration, we chose to use the predefined path mode within the stamina 
project for several reasons. First, predefined paths are more predictable and other human workers 
will not be confused by the robot maneuvers. Second, the robot will approach shelves and boxes 
always in the same way, ensuring the preconditions for the grasping module. Third, the robot will 
not drive into potentially dangerous areas, since its path are fully defined during the set-up phase. 

During the testing of the navigation module, we discovered a singularity in the robot kinematics due 
to the single turning wheel. This singularity causes some discontinuities and oscillations in the robot 
path. We overcame this limitation thanks to the predefined path modality of the navigation module. 
During teaching, we were able to avoid the singularity with a proper defined path. 

Integration into the SkiRos framework 
The navigation interface for SkiRos is realized through a ROS action. An action has three parts: a 
goal, feedback, and results. The goal is sent to start the action and it contains the id of a target 
location. The skill sends a 1Hz feedback while running, containing the current pose of the robot in 
the map. This allows the SkiROS master to monitor the progress of the navigation skill. After the 
action is terminated, it sends a result with the final pose of the robot and an error code to provide 
more information in case the action failed.  
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Ease of use by the expert end-user (BAS) 
During the integration phase we provide BAS with access to the navigation software. BAS as an 
expert end-user was taught how to download, compile and run all software components.  

Reliable navigation in the Kitting Area: 
The last stage of integration took place at PSA in the dedicated Test Sprint area. The main focus 
was the robustness of components. It was noticed that small modifications to the environment were 
required to increase robustness. The shelves in the test sprint area are shown in the figures below. 
They were constructed from metal pipes which makes it difficult to see them in the laser scans (not 
many distinct features in the scene). Also the floor in the test area was not planar which caused the 
AGV to tilt a little so that the laser beam of scanners sometimes hit the shelves and sometimes not. 
The combination of a non-planar floor and shelves constructed from pipes introduces a potential for 
errors and failures for the navigation system. Because of this we added some cardboard and black 
film on the shelves to make them reliably visible in the laser scans.  

 
Figure 4: Modification of the shelves for a more reliable navigation 

 Target for the second test sprint 3.1.2
In the 2nd test sprint we focused on the following targets: 

• Component test on AGV: Testing the function and integration of single components of the 
navigation system on the Stamina demonstrator.  

• Ease of use by the expert end-user (BAS): The aim was to provide BAS with the knowledge 
and expertise to use and understand the navigation software. Thus, we tested the navigation 
skill and its usability by the end-user (BAS). We repeated the mapping process multiple 
times in the same and also different environments to test how robust the mapping process is.  

• Reliable navigation in the Kitting Area: The navigation was tested by navigating the robot in 
a loop and stop at three target locations per loop. We repeated this 30 times to find out when 
the robot failed to reach its target location. Further on we tested the behaviour of the robot 
when an obstacle blocked the path. We expected that the robot will stop and wait. 
Additionally we tested if the navigation software was able to recover from an interruption. 
This could be a person walking into the safety zone of the laser scanner and violating the 
safety area or driving the robot manually by hand for a few meters and then switching back 
to autonomous mode. 
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 Results obtained  3.1.3

3.1.3.1 Component test on AGV 
The components of the navigation system were integrated into the AGV in Rennes which is similar 
to the AGV in Freiburg which was used during the first test sprint. The single components were 
tested during all three stages of integration. The results of the test are summarized in the table 
below.   

Receiving odometry information from the AGV OK 
Receiving scan data from the laser scanners  OK 
Sending speed commands to the AGV OK 
Creating a map with the AGV OK 
Localizing in a map with the AGV OK 
Testing the path execution model OK 
Generation a predefined path OK 
Navigation the robot to a waypoint on the path OK 
Action server test to interface with SkiROS OK 
Interfacing with SkiROS via a ROS multimaster system OK 

  

The mapping tool is one of the major components of the navigation system and therefore tested in 
more detail. Three different environments were used for these tests. The results are shown in the 
table below. The testing of the mapping tool for functionality and ease of use took already place 
during the integration phases. We used it to monitor the progress. The Table below shows the 
results from each phase during the integration.  

Environment  Total mapping tests  Successful complete tests 
Small environment at BAS 3 2 
Large hall at BAS 3 3 
Test sprint area at PSA 3 3 

 

 
Figure 5: Result of the mapping test at PSA 
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The mapping has proven to be robust after adjusting the parameters to the hardware. In the second 
and third integration phase 3 of 3 trials were successful. Figure 5 shows the result after mapping the 
supermarket at PSA for the second test sprint, white indicates free space, black obstacles, and grey 
unknown areas. 

3.1.3.2 Ease of Use by the Expert End-User 
Furthermore we tested how much time is needed to teach a user to use the mapping tool. For this we 
taught an expert from BA Systems how to use the software. The expert never used the mapping 
software before and was able to record a new map of the environment without support after 30 
minutes of instructions. 

We also measured the time to instruct the BA Systems expert how to use the software for designing 
a path. The user has to drive the robot along the path and add way points at location in front of 
shelves (docking-locations). Further, he can also add intermediate way points in curves to define the 
exact path of the robot. The set-up interface is intuitive and integrated within the ROS tool Rviz. 
Figure 6 shows an example path created by the user, where the path is depicted in green and the 
way points as blue circles. The interface also allows to post process the path and adjust way points. 
The BA Systems user was able to define a path without our support after only one hour of 
instructions. 

 
Figure 6: Example of path creation using the intuitive interface 

All tests to instruct an Expert End-User met our expectation and were therefore successfully 
completed. 

Test to instruct an Expert End-User to use the Mapping software OK 
Test to instruct an Expert End-User to use the path designer software OK 
 

3.1.3.3 Reliable Navigation in the Kitting Area 
The path following module was tested in the end of the integration phase. We used a map created 
by the mapping tool and predefined path with docking positions in front of each shelf. The robot 
navigated on the path and stopped at 3 random docking locations of the shelves during one loop. 

To evaluate the navigation performance we ran 30 loops. Human intervention was necessary every 
5 loops on average. Often the user was able to fully recover within a minute. The main reason we 
found were due to safety field violations, fictive collisions, and delays in odometry information 
send from the AGV.  

A safety field violation is when obstacles are within the safety field area of the laser scanners. In 
this case, the robot performs an emergency stop and the user has time to investigate the situation. If 
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the user decides that no hazard exists for humans and the robot, he can resolve the issue and the 
robot continuous. An automatic recovery of safety field violations is not supported by the BA 
System for safety reasons. During the test we discovered that this failure easily happens when the 
robot moves close to boxes or shelves for grasping actions. In this case, the small distance between 
the robot and the docking fixture is too small to tolerate small uncertainties due to the delays in the 
odometry and by the single turning wheel of the robot.  Also safety field violations were caused by 
dust particles in the air. A reason for this is that, while moving, the robot creates turbulences that 
disturb the dust resting on the floor. Laser beams are then reflected by the dust and the AGV 
performs a hardware emergency stop.  

A fictive collision happened when the virtual robot model collided with an obstacle in the map due 
to a wrong or inaccurate localization. This causes the collision detection algorithm of the planner to 
report a collision of the current pose. The localization accuracy is influenced by noise in the laser 
range finder and in the wheel encoders, and the delay in the odometry. Usually small errors in 
localization do not cause any problems, since an autonomous robot keeps a safety distance to 
obstacles during navigation. When we move the robot as close as possible to shelves and boxes for 
grasping object, we decreased this margin. This decreased margin made the navigation system 
susceptible to this type of failure.  

Failures such as the safety field violations and the fictive collisions should be avoid. Therefore 
ALUFR plans to make all navigation components more robust for the next test sprint. Also the 
delay in the odometry information had a significant influence on the localization accuracy and lead 
to fictive collisions so that a reboot of the AGV embedded PC was necessary to recover. After the 
2nd test sprint we performed few tests to identify the reason for the delays in the odometry 
information. BA System found the source of the delay in the embedded software of the AGV. We 
expect that this will also reduce the numbers of safety field violations and the fictive collisions in the 
next test sprint. The hardware emergency stops caused by dust particles in the air can be avoided by 
cleaning the floor of the test area.  Further on the navigation module was tested for automatic 
recovery after an interruption. Results of the test are summarized in the table below. In all scenarios 
the navigation system was able to automatically recover from all interruption. 

Interrupting the autonomous mode by switching to manual mode and then switching 
back to autonomous mode 

OK 

A person walked into the safety zone of the robot OK 
A temporally blocked path OK 
Cardboard on the floor OK 
The navigation skill together with the interface to SkiROS was tested during the Test Sprint period 
as a part of the whole system in May. The navigation skill was successfully employed to navigate 
the robot to goal location called from the SkiROS master.   

 

 Recommendation for the next period 3.1.4
This test sprint was performed with limited velocity to ensure a safe and robust navigation. This 
was the first integration of the navigation components and we focused more on robustness and 
safety. In the next test sprint, we aim to increase the navigation velocity while maintaining the same 
level of safety. Additionally we aim to improve our software components for a more robust 
operation at higher velocities. For that we want to improve the path execution accuracy so that we 
can increase the velocities near shelves and boxes. Also we want to add another feature for driving 
backwards with the AGV. This would make possible 180deg curves to change directions time.   
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3.2 Picking skill 

 Integration phase 3.2.1
In the period before the 1st test sprint, the tasks of UBO were mainly concerned with the 
development and implementation of the lab demonstrator platform, the development of hardware 
interfaces, the development of a first part detection and grasping pipeline, and with putting the 
complete system into operation including extensive testing of the picking skill and the involved 
components. In a series of experiments, UBO could successfully demonstrate de-palletizing of 
starters including an initial detection of object candidates, accurate localization of individual parts, 
and verification whether the found part is the part to be picked or deviates from the known model of 
the part.  

In the period between the 1st and the 2nd test sprint, the tasks of UBO focused on the integration of 
the developed object detection and grasping pipeline into the skill architecture. The primary tasks 
included the development of interfaces to the skill architecture, the development of interfaces to 
human users, e.g., to teach new parts and grasps, and the integration with the placing pipeline. The 
latter is necessary since the skills for picking and placing do not only share hardware components, 
but also drivers for accessing the hardware and software components, e.g., for part localization or 
motion planning and execution. In the course of these tasks, the components of the part detection 
and grasping pipeline were cleaned up, made compatible with other components in the architecture, 
and improved in terms of stability and speed. Furthermore, UBO developed a prototype simulation 
environment based on Gazebo for simulating both the lab demonstrator and the final demonstrator 
platform at PSA. In addition, UBO developed alternative hardware drivers for the used RGB-D 
cameras (wrist camera and workspace cameras) to compensate for shortcomings in the original 
drivers and started experimenting with alternative sensors in order to find possible replacements for 
the currently used PrimeSense and ASUS cameras. 

In terms of skills, the part detection and grasping pipeline was split into two skills, a part 
localization skill and a skill for grasping the found part. The localization skill encapsulates the 
initial part detection. If successful, the skill will report both a success state and the position of the 
found object candidate. If unsuccessful, the skill reports the reason for the failure, e.g., when no 
pallet was found or when the found pallet is empty. The grasping skill triggers approaching the 
found object candidate, running the part localization and verification, and grasping the localized 
part. If successful, it returns the success state and moves the arm back to its initial pose with the 
grasped part gripper (from here the placing skill takes over). If unsuccessful, the skill reports the 
reason for the failure, e.g., if the part could not be localized or if the approached object candidate is 
not the right part to be picked. For the integration into the skill architecture and the integration with 
the placing skill, three integration meetings were held, one at UBO (AAU visited), one at AAU 
(UBO visited) and one at PSA (both AAU and UBO met in April for the final integration at the end-
user site of PSA and worked on the final demonstrator platform). The focus of this last meeting was 
creating an exact model of the final demonstrator platform, performing the necessary calibrations, 
and testing both picking and placing skill. 

 Target for the second test sprint 3.2.2
The focus for the 2nd test sprint was: 

• Testing the part detection and grasping pipeline with the second lab demonstrator at AAU, 

• Testing the part detection and grasping pipeline with the final demonstrator at PSA, and 
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• Testing the part detection and grasping pipeline in integrated experiments including the 
logistic planner, the task and skill managers, and the skills for navigation, picking and 
placing. 

The tests were conducted in two phases: a series of proof-of-concept experiments and a series of 
evaluation experiments to assess the performance of the system. The expected goals of the former 
are that the component being tested works, i.e., a binary result of whether the test succeeded or not. 
The latter experiment series aimed for assessing the performance of the system using the evaluation 
metrics as agreed with PSA and the other partners, namely success rate (ideally 100%) and cycle 
time (as low as possible). These metrics were proven to be valuable in the 1st test sprint and cover 
the main aspects of system performance in the defined use cases. 

 

 Results obtained  3.2.3
The following results have been obtained during the 2nd test sprint at the lab demonstrator of AAU 
and with the final demonstrator platform at the end-user site of PSA. 

 

3.2.3.1 Proof-of-Concept Experiments at the Lab Demonstrator at AAU 
After integrating the part detection and grasping pipeline into the skill architecture, AAU and UBO 
conducted a first set of tests at the lab demonstrator setup at AAU. For this purpose, AAU has 
copied the lab demonstrator setup of UBO and used the developed interfaces (the part localization 
skill and the part picking skill) for some preliminary proof-of-concept experiments and testing the 
involved components. In these tests only the part detection and grasping pipeline was tested. 
Placing or navigation was not considered: the robot was put in front of the pallet, and simply 
released parts after grasping and lifting them. 

Test Results for the Individual Components 

Accessing the workspace camera(s) OK 
Accessing the wrist camera(s) OK 
Opening the gripper OK 
Closing the gripper OK 
Reading the current state of the gripper OK 
Moving the arm to a predefined posisiton OK 
Moving the arm to a predefined joint state OK 
Moving the arm along a predefined trajectory OK 
Moving the arm along a planned path OK 
Reading the current joint states of the arm OK 
 

Test Results for the Part Detection and Picking Skills 

(Initial) part localization (locate skill) OK 
Grasping an object (pick skill) OK 
Releasing an object OK 
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The result of this first test series is that the part detection and grasping pipeline as well as the 
respective skills were successfully tested, and that the pipeline was successfully integrated into both 
the skill architecture and the lab demonstrator setup at AAU. 

 

3.2.3.2 Proof-of-Concept Experiments at the Final Demonstrator at PSA 
During the 2nd test sprint, AAU and UBO met for a first integration and testing week on April at 
PSA together with partners from PSA and BAS. The goal of this meeting was the integration of the 
final demonstrator platform into the system as well as running preliminary proof-of-concept 
experiments and testing the involved components of the part detection and grasping pipeline. In 
these tests only the part detection and grasping pipeline was tested. Placing or navigation were not 
considered: the robot was put in front of the pallet, and simply released parts after grasping and 
lifting them. 

Test Results for the Individual Components 

Accessing the workspace camera(s) OK 
Accessing the wrist camera(s) OK 
Opening the gripper OK 
Closing the gripper OK 
Reading the current state of the gripper OK 
Moving the arm to a predefined posisiton OK 
Moving the arm to a predefined joint state OK 
Moving the arm along a predefined trajectory OK 
Moving the arm along a planned path OK 
Reading the current joint states of the arm OK 
 

Test Results for the Part Detection and Picking Skills 

(Initial) part localization (locate skill) OK 
Grasping an object (pick skill) OK 
Releasing an object OK 
 

The result of this test series is that the part detection and grasping pipeline as well as the respective 
skills were successfully tested, and that the final demonstrator platform was successfully integrated 
into the system. 

 

 
Figure 7: Sequence of successfully picking a part from a pallet with the final demonstrator at the end-user site of PSA. 
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3.2.3.3 Evaluation Experiments at the Final Demonstrator at PSA 
After the proof-of-concept experiments in the beginning of the 2nd test sprint period, a thorough 
evaluation of the picking and placing was conducted during the final test sprint week at PSA in 
May. In a total of ten experiments, the robot received a kitting order for two compressors. For each 
compressor, the robot had to pick up the part and place it in the respective compartment of the 
kitting box. Only a single picking and a single placing failed. All components were integrated into 
and started from the skill framework. Navigation was not tested in these experiments. 

Execution Times per Component 

Component Mean (s) Std (s) Min (s) Max (s) 

Pallet and parts detection (workspace camera) 0.456 0.056 0.371 0.597 

Individual part detection and localization (incl. 
verification) 

2.432 0.582 1.782 4.721 

Grasping a found object 17.191 0.718 15.619 18.779 

Success Rates per Component 

Component Success Rate 

Pallet and parts detection (workspace camera) 20 / 20 (100 %) 

Individual part detection and localization (incl. verification) 20 / 20 (100 %) 

Grasping a found object 19 / 20 (95 %)* 
*In a single experiment, the robot was stopped due to safety reasons (when avoiding a phantom obstacle).  

Overall Cycle Times for Picking (one object) 

Component Mean Std Min Max 

Full cycle (incl. release and moving back to init. pose) 46.819 2.451 40.187 49.002 

 

 
Figure 8: Close-up view of the picking and placing task 

Results 
Overall, 19 of 20 compressors have been successfully picked from the pallet (and placed in the 
kitting box, see Section 3.3). In the single run, where picking the second compressor failed, the 
movement of the robot deviated from the planned trajectory to avoid an obstacle that was actually 
not present in the scene, i.e., a phantom obstacle, most likely caused by erroneous depth 
measurements. The reason for these errors was identified to be due to the sun brightly shining 
through the semi-transparent roof: Under sunny weather condition and between 10am-11am, the 
light conditions caused problems.  
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Although the robot quickly followed the planned trajectory again, it was manually stopped to avoid 
any collisions and possible hardware defects during the test sprint. It is possible that the robot 
would have succeeded in grasping the part if it had not been stopped. In all other runs, both 
compressors were successfully picked and placed. 

Regarding the measured execution and cycle times, it can be observed that both the initial part 
detection and the part localization and verification took considerably longer than using the lab 
setup. This is caused by the main computer on the platform (an older dual core Xeon processor), 
which is considerably slower than the newer Intel Core I7 quad core processors used in the lab 
setups at AAU and UBO. During the experiments, the computer was running at full load causing 
several processes to run delayed and to take longer. Regarding the overall cycle time, for safety 
reasons, the arm was operated at a very low speed compared to the UR10 arms in the lab setups. In 
can be assumed that using a more decent on-board computer and relaxing the strong constraints on 
the maximum velocities of the arm will considerably lower both the execution times of the 
individual components and the overall cycle time. A typical sequence (captured using several 
cameras on and around the robot) of picking a part can be seen in Figure 9. 

 
Figure 9: Sequence of successfully grasping one compressor from the pallet. From top to bottom: external camera 

capturing the scene, left workspace camera, wrist camera, and visualization of the robot, the detected support plane 
and the localized part. 

 Recommendation for the next period 3.2.4
Whereas the 1st test sprint focused on prototype implementations and individual experiments at the 
partner sites, the 2nd test sprint was concerned with the integration of all components into the skill 
architecture and with running experiments on the final demonstrator platform together with the 
other components of the system. Regarding the picking skill, these two periods focused on 
depalletizing problems and implementing a prototype pipeline for part detection and grasping. In 
the next period, the system will be extended to bin picking problems. Furthermore, particular 
emphasis will be put on improving robustness of the overall system and adding interfaces that make 
it easier to use by the end-users. 
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3.3 Placing skill 
 

 
Figure 10: Setup used for development (left) and top-view of the kitting box (right) 

 
The placing skill was developed and integrated within SkiROS on the setup illustrated in Figure 10. 
The used robot is a Universal Robots UR10 equipped with a ROBOTIQ adaptive 3-fingers' gripper 
as an end-effector. The robot is mounted on the base of a gantry, which supports 2 Primesense long-
range cameras, one with view at the kitting-box and the other with view at picking location. A third 
short-range camera is mounted on the robot. The kitting box is located below the base of the robot 
and consists of six compartments and one hanging location.  
The main difference between the lab and the final PSA setup is that, in the latter the used robot is a 
Fanuc arm with larger links both in length and volume. Also there exist two identical kitting boxes 
placed in front of the robot's base next to each other and their inner walls are significantly lower 
compared to those in the AAU lab.  

 

 Integration phase 3.3.1
The placing skill was directly developed and implemented within the SkiROS skill framework as a 
skill plugin and hence it did not require any additional effort to get it integrated into SkiROS.  
As the placing skill is highly dependent on the picking skill which is executed beforehand, the 
integration of the placing skill required a close interaction with UBO who developed the picking 
skill. As the picking skill has been successfully integrated into the SkiROS framework (see previous 
section), some of the modules tested in D1.3.1 are not required anymore because the skills-picking 
and placing-are now tightly integrated sharing common modules. In particular, the part 
localization [D1.3.1 Sect.3.4.1] and the grasp planning [D1.3.1 Sect.3.4.4] were replaced by the 
picking skill and the motion planning [D1.3.1 Sect.3.4.3] is now commonly shared between both 
skills.  
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During the development of the project, the more refined version of the kitting box has been 
introduced and replaced the temporary boxes used in the kitting box localization [D1.3.1 
Sect.3.4.2]. Furthermore, the new setup now includes two identical kitting boxes next to each other 
in a specified area of the robot cell, thus making the original localization algorithm unsuitable for 
the new use-case. As the kitting boxes are located in an almost fixed position, the new information, 
including the pose of the kitting boxes and the position and size of the compartments within, has 
been added manually to the SkiROS world model.  
Even though the position of the kitting boxes might not change too much, placing poses and 
compartments for grasped objects might change frequently, especially during testing. Hence, a 
convenient way of teaching new placing poses has been developed and fully integrated into the 
SkiROS framework. The placing poses can be easily validated and saved to the world model and 
used later on in the placing planning [D1.3.1 Sect.3.4.5].  
During the development of the placing skill, the different modules tested in D1.3.1 have been 
integrated into a whole placing pipeline within the placing skill. 

The developed pipeline is illustrated in Figure 11.  The user specifies both the manipulated object 
and the compartment that it should be placed in. The placing skill requests the placing pose for the 
given compartment from the world model which has been defined during the teaching phase. A pre-
placing pose is then defined 30 cm above the placing pose. This happens to ensure that the robotic 
arm approaches the placing location always from above. In that way we avoid possible failures of 
the planner that are caused by collisions with the walls of the kitting box. 

 
Figure 11: Processing pipeline for the placing skill 

 

When both placing and pre-placing poses are available, the skill generates one plan from the current 
pose to the  pre-placing pose and one plan from the pre-placing to placing pose using the 
Probabilistic RoadMap (PRM) planner. The selection of the planner is based on the experimental 
results in [D1.3 Sect. 1-3.4.5].    
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The plans are generated separately and not directly from the current to the placing pose due to the 
incapability of the motion planners to plan long movements as derived in   [D1.3.1 Sect. 3.4.5]. The 
two generated plans are merged into one in order to produce a smooth movement between the 
current and placing pose. Once the merged motion plan is executed and the arm is in the placing 
position, the plan is inverted and executed again in order to drive the robot to the initial position. By 
inverting the plan, we decrease the time needed for motion planning in the placing skill since we 
reuse an already available plan.  
 

 Target for the second test sprint 3.3.2
The general aim for the second test sprint was the integration of the developed placing skill into the 
SkiROS skill framework, such that the placing pipeline becomes a robust skill. Furthermore, the 
placing skill implementation (integrated with the picking skill) should be capable of being used in 
different environments, i.e. a successful execution not only in a lab environment but also in the 
factory halls of PSA using a different robot arm.  

In particular, based on the outcome and recommendation of the deliverable D1.3.1, the development 
of the placing skill included the integration of predefined placing poses for different objects and 
compartments of the kitting box, the use Probabilistic Roadmaps motion planner for more robust 
and faster planning and the integration of a more complex kitting box.  
The new placing skill should be tested and validated in the second test sprint as a whole pipeline.  

 

 Results obtained  3.3.3
Beside the successful integration of the placing skill in the SkiROS framework, the placing skill has 
been tested in the PSA factory in Rennes using the objects that could be handled by the picking 
skill. For the tests we assumed a successful and stable grasp of the objects.   Each kitting box (1, 2) 
has seven compartments/cells (A-G). The evaluated times are given as the mean of the 
measurements. The execution time denotes the duration of arm movement which runs with 40% of 
the full capacity. For the evaluation of the placing skill in the PSA plant we taught placing poses for 
only one of two kitting-boxes. The placing poses are saved as relative to the kitting box position, so 
they are automatically valid for all kitting-boxes.  The test consists of 14 executions of the placing 
skill, one for each compartment. For each one both the execution and the planning time were 
measured. The following table presents the results.  

 

Kit - Cell  Planning 
Time [s]  

Execution 
Time [s]  

Success/Failure
  Comment  

1 - A  2.60  29.4  Failure   Robot disconnected (unknown 
reason)  

1 - B  2.05  24.9  Success     
1 - C  2.05  22.5  Success     
1 - D  2.03  25.3  Success     
1 - E  2.00  29.1  Success     
1 - F  2.85  28.5  Success   Slight collision with tube holder  
1 - G  1.90  23.4  Success     

2 - A  2.85  27.6  Success   1 planning outlier (17s): 8 inverse 
kinematic attempts needed  
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2 - B  2.14  23.2  Success     
2 - C  2.10  26.2  Success   Slight collision with kitting box  
2 - D  1.84  23.7  Success     

2 - E  1.90  24.5  Failure  Trajectory aborted: 
JNT_PKT_SRLIS_ERR-67211  

2 - F  1.85  26.7  Success     
2 - G  1.85  22.8  Success     
MEAN  2.14  25.6  93% success    
 
The results highlight the stability of the placing skill. The reasons behind the two failures are not 
due to the skill itself, but due to robot software bugs that will have to be examine. Another issue is 
the minor collisions with the kitting-box, the reason is that the executed trajectory is non-linear even 
between two close poses. This issue makes the object manipulation in confined spaces, such as the 
kitting-box, even harder.  

 

 Recommendation for the next period 3.3.4
To make the manipulation of objects in confined spaces more robust, we plan to develop a linear 
motion planner. This planner will allow the end effector of the robot to move along linear paths 
between successive via points, thus allowing easier and more robust operation around and in the 
compartments of the kitting boxes.  
The second work direction for the upcoming period has to do with relaxing some of the assumption 
made for the second test-sprint, thus getting a much more realistic and general demo. We plan to 
remove the assumption that the kitting boxes are found at a priori precisely known positions. We 
will assume that kitting boxes are approximately at their expected positions, but the precise pose 
will be unknown and will have to be determined using visual localization and registration of the 
kitting boxes with the available cameras.  
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4 Configuring and testing the skill planner 
On the robot, our SkiROS (Skill Based System for ROS) is handling the coordination of all skills 
and the communication with the logistic planner. The present state of the skill-based software is 
already summarized in D3.2, and here we are going to summarize only the results accomplished and 
the challenges faced.   

Since all the skills and the world model are being continuously subjected to changes during the 
progress of the project, from the beginning a certain amount of research effort was spent on creating 
an easy and flexible way to define the domain knowledge. This has been realized by creating a 
world model based on a Knowledge Representation (KR) defined using the Web Ontology 
Language (OWL) standard, in particular the Description Logic (DL). By conforming to this 
standard we opened the access to many mature open source tools, in particular Protege, an advanced 
graphical editor that made particularly easy to manage and share this knowledge.   
 

At the time being, we use a single OWL file to define all the knowledge we need about  
1) the environment,  
2) the robot hardware and skills and  
3) the software data.  

 
The file is automatically imported in SkiROS and used to configure the system. A part of this 
knowledge is presented in Figure 12.  
 

 
Figure 12: Snapshot of the OWL definition used, shown in the graphical interface Protégé 

 
 

The knowledge defined is conforming to the knowledge used by the logistic planner. All the 
communication between the logistic planner and robot, as presented in Figure 13 and Section 
3, worked as expected. During the test sprint the robot transmitted the skill list to the logistic 
planner, and subsequently the world model instance was imported from the logistic planner to the 
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robot, together with the skill plan, without major problems.  Nevertheless, some minor issues have 
been found that are going to be addressed in the next test sprint:   

• Objects that for the robot are just of one type (e.g. compressor) can have several different ID 
codes in the logistic planner. An automated mapping must be realized.   

• The world model has been provided from the logistic planner to the robot for the second test 
sprint. For the next test sprint, bidirectional world model synchronization is necessary to 
extend the flexibility of the system, and to propagate updated information from the robots 
back to the logistic planner. 

• The world model interface resulted in low data transfer speeds (a little less than 1 minute for 
~500 elements). This communication should be sped up for the remainder of the 
project. This was mainly due to a weak WiFi and by not having optimized the world model 
interface (e.g., most of the objects in the world model suffer a null geometrical translation 
and rotation but they are represented by tuples of zero, instead of assuming a default value). 

• The task planner embedded in the task manager was not integrated for this second test 
sprint.  
 

 

 
Figure 13: Communication interfaces between the Logistic Planner, Mission Planner and SkiROS (robot level). 

 
 
Porting the whole SkiROS interface from the AAU robot to the demonstrator consisted of mainly 
three phases: (i) configuring the ROS nodes and (ii) configuring SkiROS and (iii) teaching the 
parameters. 
The first phase consisted of the following tasks: (i) generate a new Unified Robot Description 
Format (URDF), which describes the robot kinematic structure, (ii) generate a new configuration 
package for moveIT, which handles the arm motion planning and execution, and (iii) substitute the 
UR10 driver with the FANUC one. The gripper and the camera needed just few re-configurations. 
The second phase, configuring SkiROS, consisted in creating a semantic description of the 
demonstrator in the OWL ontology, containing information of interest like, e.g., available hardware, 
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driver addresses, frameId, etc. Since the under layers presented the same interface both in the AAU 
robot and the demonstrator, there was no need to change anything in the skill's code.  
 

During the test, the following issues have been detected: 
• SkiROS was not able to completely stop a skill execution once it was started, since some 

ROS nodes where continuing to operate. This issue has been already tackled and solved. 
• Some errors in the ROS communications, due to an imprecise use of the ROS actions, came 

out due to the poor Wi-Fi speed. This issue has been already tackled and solved. 
• The information coming from the logistic planner was slightly different from the one 

expected, and forced to change the skills input parameters. This issue was solved on-the-fly, 
but some revisions have to be done.  

• Many pre-conditions check where de-activated during the test sprint and must be activated 
during the next test sprint. 

 
The third phase consisted in the parameters teaching for the skills. During the test sprint, every 
partner developed his own method to teach the parameters. We now developed a teaching structure, 
integrated in parallel with the skills, to support specifically the teaching phase. As the teaching 
structure has been developed in a late stage, this was tested only for the placing skill. 
The results of the method are encouraging. First of all, the teaching procedure is simple and quick, 
and second, the taught information gets immediately integrated with all other information. We 
foresee the integration of teaching phases as an important step for the next test sprint. 
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5 Configuring the Logistic Planner 
In this section we will discuss all topics related to the vertical integration of the robot, and the 
connection of the SkiROS on the robot principally with the MES of PSA. In these experiments, the 
connection to the MES of PSA was, of course simulated, but the entire infrastructure, incl. a model 
of the supermarket, the mission planner and the logistic planner (see D4.1.1 and D4.2.1) were put 
into use and tested. The reader will find throughout this section screenshots of the interface of the 
logistics planner for comprehension purposes. 
 

5.1 Mapping the supermarket and constructing the logistic world 
model 
The model of the supermarket was achieved in two phases. In the first phase, the physical objects 
available at the kitting area (supermarket) were categorized and characterized in terms of code 
references, names and physical structure. Data about these aspects was gathered from Deliverable 
D.1.1.3 and involved the following things: parts, small boxes and large boxes (pallets). Data about 
racks were gathered from separate documents supplied by PSA. For each such object type, the 
following data were introduced in the Logistic Planner: 

• reference (system identifier) and name (textual friendly name); 

• width, depth and height. 
For racks and large boxes, their internal organization was identified in terms of levels and cells 
within each level (a rack is organized in levels and each level can have small boxes of a given type; 
a large box is also organized in levels and each level organized in cells containing usually an 
instance of a given part). This modelling is consistent with the ontology identified in the previous 
Section. 

The outcome of this modelling can be seen in the Logistic Planner, in its “Type of objects” area (see 
the next four Figures). 

 
Figure 14: World model : Parts 
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Figure 15: World model : Small boxes 

 

 
Figure 16: World model : Racks 

 

 
Figure 17: World model : Large boxes 

 

In the second phase, the goal was to identify which objects actually exist in the kitting area, which 
type of containment relationship relate some of the objects and where they are located in space (i.e., 
where the objects are implanted). This modelling work was done by the user within the Logistic 
Planner in the following way: 

1. A bitmap image of the kitting area was provided to the Logistic Planner1. This image was 
produced by the robot while navigating through the kitting area (Section 3.1) and identifies 
visually the things that were detected in the area. As showed in the next Figure, the location 
of racks and large boxes is easily deduced and these areas will allow the user to 
subsequently position instances of racks and large boxes. However, before going in that 
direction, the reference point of the map must be specified, i.e., the point with coordinates 
(x,y) equal to (0,0). Also, a horizontal line in the robot map is specified by selecting two 
points, allowing the drawing later on to be horizontally aligned. The coordinate system of 
the robot and of the Logistic Planner is assumed to be the same (x increases to the right, y 
increases to the top). 

                                                 
1 In the test sprint, a map of the kitting area is generated by the robot after the mapping phase (see Section 3.1). 
However, the methodology supported by the Logistic Planner also supports the usage of an image generated from an 
Autocad image, specifying in 2D the location of each physical object.   
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Figure18: World model : Robot map. 

2. Having the robot map horizontally aligned in the screen, the user specifies the area in it that 
corresponds to the kitting area. This is shown in the next Figure. The darker area is the 
kitting area. Please see in this context also the Figures. in Sect. 3.1.3.1. 

 
Figure 19: Specification of the kitting area. 
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3. An iterative process now begins where the user, according to the reality, instantiates objects 
representing the ones available in the kitting area (i.e., racks and large boxes) and locates 
them in the proper place in the logistic map. The next figure shows the implantation of a 
rack (black rectangle with a red arrow). The green and pink rectangles represent racks and 
large boxes already implanted in the map.  

 

 
Figure 20: Implantation of racks and large boxes. 

The final outcome of this process with all boxes and racks marked is displayed in the following 
figure. 

 
Figure 21 :Implantation of racks and large boxes. 
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4. The final step in the implantation process, allows the user to specify the following 
containment relationships: 

• which parts are contained by which small boxes (next Figure); 

 
Figure 22 : Association of parts to small boxes. 

• which parts are contained by which large boxes (next Figure); 

 
• and on which rack each small boxes is located (next Figure); in this case, small boxes are 

located in the proper level of the rack and they can be physically transversal or longitudinal. 
Figure 23: Association of parts to large boxes. 

 

 
Figure 24 : Association of small boxes with racks. 
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The following figure shows a 3D view of the modelling done within the Logistic Planner. Nine 
racks and three large boxes (orange colour) comprise the main objects. A small box containing parts 
was inserted on the right-most rack and each large box does contain a number of parts. 

 
Figure 25 : 3D view of the logistic world model. 

A button on the top right corner allows the user to send the logistic world model to the Mission 
Planner. 

5.2 Teaching the docking positions 
Teaching of the docking locations was part of the procedure for mapping the supermarket into the 
map that the robot used for navigation. See the related discussion in Sect. 3.1.3.1. 

 

5.3 Retrieving the skills from the robot 
The following Figure shows the skills that are dynamically retrieved from the robot. The two 
buttons on the right, under the Actions label, allow the skills to be retrieved from the robot and to be 
sent to the Mission Planner. 

 
Figure 26 : Skills implemented by robot 
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5.4 Creating the kitting order 
A kitting order is an instruction telling the system which kit is to be built and which parts are to be 
placed on which cells within the kit. It also specifies the car that will receive the kit. As such, a 
kitting order has the following data items: 

• "kittingOrderId" - system identifier and friendly name of the order; 

• "carSeqNumber" – the sequence number of the car that will get the kit after its completion; 

• "kittingZoneId" - system identifier and friendly name of the kitting area (supermarket); 

• "kitTypeId" - system identifier and friendly name of the kit to be built; 

• "partsToPick" – a list identifying the parts that should be placed in the kit. Each element in 
the list has the following data items: 

o "partId" - system identifier and friendly name of the part; 

o "cellId" - system identifier and friendly name of the cell within the kit to contain the 
given part; 

o "quantity" – number of parts to place in the cell. 

Several kitting orders were manually defined targeting the following situations: 

• Construction of a kit containing one part. The part is to be picked from a large box. 

• Construction of a kit containing two parts. The parts are to be picked from two different 
large boxes. 

• Construction of a kit containing three parts. The parts are to be picked from three different 
large boxes. 

Each kitting order is contained by a computer file and is imported by the Logistic Planner through 
its user interface (see the following Figure). 

 
Figure. 27 :  Importing a kitting order into the Logistic Planner. 
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6 Mission Planner Integration 
This Section describes the integration of the Mission Planner at the second test sprint. The Mission 
Planner interacts with the Logistic Planner taking the world model, robot skills and kitting orders as 
input and returning plans to be assigned to the robots in the fleet. (For the second test sprint, only a 
single robot was used.) 

 
Figure 28 :  An overview of the internal processing of the Mission Planner. 

6.1 Mission Planner Overview 
The internal processing of the Mission Planner is shown in Figure 28. The skills information is 
combined with the world model to create a planning domain model described in the standard 
Planning Domain Definition Language (PDDL). This model includes a description of the possible 
actions available to the robot (the skills) along with the types of entities that exist in the robot's 
operating environment. Only entities that appear in the world model are included in the domain. For 
example, if the world model contains no instantiated large boxes then the planning domain will not 
include any large boxes even when such objects exist in the ontology. The Mission Planner receives 
the world model from the Logistic Planner as a JSON string which it then converts to an internal 
representation suitable for building the planning domain. 

For the test sprint, the available skills when converted into PDDL are as follows: 
    (:action drive-macro 

        :parameters (?r - robot ?a - box ?b - box ?x - location ?y - location) 

        :precondition (and 

                (robot-at ?r ?x) 

                (robot-at-box ?r ?a) 

                (before ?x ?y) 

                (box-at ?b ?y)) 

        :effect (and 

                (not (robot-at ?r ?x)) 

                (robot-at ?r ?y) 

                (robot-at-box ?r ?b)  

                (increase (total-cost) 10)) 

    ) 
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    (:action drive-micro 

        :parameters (?r - robot ?a - box ?b - box ?x - location) 

        :precondition (and 

                (robot-at ?r ?x) 

                (robot-at-box ?r ?a) 

                (box-at ?b ?x)) 

        :effect (and 

                (not (robot-at-box ?r ?a)) 

                (robot-at-box ?r ?b) 

                (increase (total-cost) 2)) 

    ) 

 

    (:action pick 

        :parameters (?r - robot ?p - part ?b - box ?x - location) 

        :precondition (and 

                (robot-at ?r ?x) 

                (robot-at-box ?r ?b) 

                (box-at ?b ?x) 

                (empty-handed ?r) 

                (in-box ?p ?b)) 

        :effect (and 

                (holding ?r ?p) 

                (not (empty-handed ?r)) 

                (increase (total-cost) 1)) 

    ) 

 

    (:action place 

        :parameters (?r - robot ?p - part ?c - cell ?k - kit) 

        :precondition (and 

            (holding ?r ?p) 

            (carrying ?r ?k) 

            (fits ?p ?c) 

            (cell-component ?c ?k)) 

        :effect (and 

            (in-kit ?p ?k) 

            (not (holding ?r ?p)) 

            (empty-handed ?r) 

            (increase (total-cost) 1)) 

    ) 
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Note that at the planning level, the Drive skill is partitioned into two separate skills, drive-micro and 
drive-macro, for use by the Mission Planner. The drive-micro skill is used to reposition the robot 
between two boxes that are at the same location (e.g., on the same rack), while the drive-macro 
skill is used to drive the robot between large objects that have different locations in the navigation 
waypoint map. This allows for the repositioning of the robot between grasps in order to retrieve 
parts from nearby containers. After a plan has been generated by the Mission Planner, all 
occurrences of the drive-micro and drive-macro actions in the plan are both converted back to 
correspond to the Drive skill before being returned to the Logistic Planner. As the kitting orders 
used in the test sprint only included large boxes, the drive-micro skill was not used in any of the 
planning problems. However, it has proven useful during internal testing of larger planning 
domains. (Details will be described in an upcoming scientific publication, currently under review.)  

Kitting orders provide the goals for the Mission Planner's search algorithm: each part in a kitting 
order is added as a goal for the appropriate kit. For instance, an example goal might be: 
    (:goal (and 

 (in-kit part1 kit1) 

 (in-kit part2 kit1) 

 (in-kit part2 kit2) 

 (in-kit part3 kit2) 

    ) 

which represents a conjunction of facts such that kit1 will contain part1 and part2 and kit2 will 
contain part2 and part3. As with the planning domain, the planning problem only includes 
elements from the world model that are relevant to the current goals. For example, even if part4 
was present in the warehouse it would not be modelled in the current planning problem as it does 
not appear in any of the kitting orders.  

Once the planning domain and planning problem are constructed, they are used as input to the 
Mission Planner, which returns a plan that achieves the goal (if one exists). In multi-robot instances 
of the planning problem (not relevant for this test sprint), the generated plan is then separated into 
individual plans for each robot. There is also a final post-processing step before the plan is returned 
to the Logistic Planner, which converts any planner-specific names back to STAMINA names and 
combines the drive-micro and drive-macro actions. 

6.2 Mission Planner Tests 
During the test sprint, the Mission Planner was tested on a number of different planning domain and 
planning problem configurations. In every instance that a set of kitting orders was sent to the 
planner, the Mission Planner returned the shortest looking plan that achieved the orders. The 
planner reported a time of 0.00 to 0.01 seconds generation time for each problem. This was in line 
with expectations as the planning algorithm is theoretically sound and complete and the problem 
sizes of the kitting orders carried out by a single robot are trivial compared to the problem sizes that 
the planner is capable of dealing with. 

There were also a few minor issues that arose and were clarified during the test sprint. For example, 
the syntax of the plans returned by the Mission Planner for use with the Skill Manager had to be 
updated during testing. Also, kitting orders were being assigned non-ascending IDs as a single ID 
was in place due to the fact that the connection to the MES was not in place and the kitting orders 
were hand crafted. This caused the Mission Planner to return a warning (that kitting orders did not 
have ascending IDs), but a complete plan was returned nonetheless.  
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However, the main lesson learnt from the test sprint regarding the Mission Planner, was the need to 
establish, document, and disseminate concrete details of the planning interfaces (and associated 
component interfaces) well in advance of any integrated system testing, to provide sufficient time 
for STAMINA project partners to understand the requirements and use of these interfaces and 
implement the necessary software modules to ensure compliance with these specifications. This 
lesson will be carried forward to ensure improvements in software integration at the next test sprint. 
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7 Complete system test 
While the various skills had been implemented and tested separately on the robot in March and 
April, one week in May was dedicated to testing the complete system. The assumption was that due 
to the encapsulation of the skills it should be straight forward to integrate the system. 

The complete STAMINA system consisted of (see Figure 29)  

1. the underlying hardware components, 

2. the various skills,  

3. the SkiROS system to integrate the skills and to host the robotic world model, 

4. the logistic and mission planner that establishes the connection between the MES of PSA 
and the robot and that holds the overall world knowledge about parts, the shopping area as 
well as the robot configuration data. 

 

 
Figure 29: A summary of the different components of the complete system 

 

The complete system has been integrated, and individual skills have been tested within the system. 
The results given in the sections above are derived from experiments with the complete system. The 
IEEE Proceedings journal submission in the Appendix gives an overview of the complete system 
that was implemented. 
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 Target for the second test sprint 7.1.1
The overall target of the second test sprint were according to the Description of Work (DoW): 
 Integration and testing of elementary skills (navigating, picking, placing) 
 Integration of software components in the skill/tasks/missions architecture 
 Definition of network interfaces between the robot and ERP system  

 

In addition, the consortium’s target was to move beyond the DoW targets as a starting point, and to 
truly test the run-time of the robotic system, especially because the performance of the individual 
skills were so promising. 

Measures of success were: 

1. complete system functional   

a. doesn’t break 

b. able to collect parts 

c. able to collect X number of kits 

2. meet goals like kit correctness/number of errors 

3. effectiveness of the robot and the logistic planner (incl. mission planner) 

a. startup-time 

b. setup-time of the system and of the relevant parts of the world model  

c. execution time 

d. re-configuration time 

4. testing normal functional mode, systematical changing of test scenario  

5. reliability (with respect to different scenarios) 

a. mean-time to failure, max-time to failure, mean-distance between failures, average 
number of skill executions until failure, average/max/min speed to create a kit,  

b. error recovery capability: autonomous, operator-assisted, crash 

 
Planned Scenarios were: 

1. working scenario: reference kit with N number of graspable object to test 

a. for testing internal control of the system: how long can the plans be until the system 
crashes 

2. expected deviations from the working scenario: 

a. A container (LV) gets empty  

b. A box (SB) gets empty  

c. Wrong part in container 

d. Human populated area 

e. slightly moved boxes, test localization + docking behaviour 

f. packaging material on the floor (material + box on the floor) 
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 Results obtained  7.1.2
The goals according to the DoW were achieved. They are summarized in the above sections 
(Sections 3 to 5) and in the EFTA2015 paper in the Appendix: The system was completely 
integrated so that a complete “chain of commands” was possible: starting from a request for a 
specific kit, the logistic planner was able to request a plan from the mission planner and to forward 
this plan to the robot. The robot was then able to execute this plan using its skills. 

However, going beyond the DoW target has only been partially successful. The biggest encountered 
problem was that in spite of intensive prior testing it was not possible to execute missions that 
collect more than 1-2 parts into a single kit. We are confident that this was due to a list of 
shortcomings that will be improved for the next test sprint (see Sect 6.1.3), incl. an on-board 
workstations with too little computation power, a very bad WiFi and software components that 
worked with ≈95% reliability. While 95% for a single component is excellent, executed in series in 
a big system however, the likelihood of a system failure is close 50% after only 7 steps. The 95% 
reliability for a single component, i.e., the 5% failure rate per component, was due to a number of 
issues. Most notably were 1) error in the code and 2) complicated use resulting into parameters that 
were wrongly set or even forgotten. Interestingly, surprises in the scenario, e.g., illumination 
variations, had a much bigger impact than expected. 

 

At the end of the 2nd test sprint, several integrated experiments have been conducted during the 
dedicated week in May. In these experiments, kitting orders for picking two compressors at two 
different pallets have been generated. This kitting order requires the robot to navigate to the first 
pallet, pick up the first compressor and place it in the kitting box, before moving to the second 
pallet for picking and placing the second compressor. These cycles have been repeated several 
times. Please refer to the next three figures for illustrations of the complete chain of commands 
from the kitting order to the actual robot actions. The table also gives measures on the execution 
time for the pick & place tasks. 

 
Figure 30: Kitting order imported in the Logistic Planner 
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Figure 31: Following the kitting order, the mission plan is generated and assigned to the robot 

 

 
Figure 32: Complete sequence of moving to a pallet, picking up a part, and placing it in the kitting box. The sequence 

was captured using an external camera mounted on top of the robot. 

 

 

 Execution Times 
Component Mean Stdev Min Max 
Skill execution time picking 74,650s 3,745s 68,330s 83,536s 
Skill execution time placing 44,325s 1,334s 42,559s 46,307s 
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While it was truly disappointing that we were not able to collect more than 2 parts per kit, we still 
were able to measure various relevant parameters. 

Measures of success were: 

1. complete system functional: except for the computational hardware and the WiFi, which can 
be easily fixed, the robotic hardware, i.e., the AGV, the gripper, the robotic arm, the sensory 
setup, worked almost flawlessly.  

2. meet goals like kit correctness/number of errors: The actually collected kits were correctly 
assembled. Typical errors that happened were: robot approached the wrong shelf, or part 
was placed in wrong kitting box compartment. If kits were not correctly assembled the error 
could be backtracked most of the time to faulty information in the world model. 

3. effectiveness of the robot and the logistic planner (incl. mission planner):  Startup-time of 
the robot and the logistic planner was less than 5 min and due to the natural startup time of 
the AGV and the FANUC Controller. The communication between the robot and the logistic 
planner was flawless, as long as cable network was used. The time from a mission request 
from the MES to a task plan on the robot was usually less than a second and minor 
compared to the time the robot needed for executing the plan. The STAMINA robot ran in 
safety mode and was naturally slow. For a detailed speed discussion, see sections above. 

4. testing normal functional mode, systematical changing of test scenario: A changing of the 
scenario has not been tested systematically. However, while keeping the map and the layout 
of the kitting area fixed, the association between parts and shelves has been changed several 
times. What has been found is that modeling errors can be introduced in the world model of 
the logistic planner and that means that are required to a) assure correctness of the world 
model with a large likelihood (e.g. part type vs. shelf location) and b) assure the robot’s 
ability to verify the correctness of the data (e.g. by double-checking that the expected part is 
indeed at the expected shelf). 

5. reliability (with respect to different scenarios): This remains to be evaluated at the next test-
sprint. 

We have tested some of the expected deviations from the working scenario: 

a. A container (LV) gets empty: The robot has identified this situation in all tested cases. 

b. A box (SB) gets empty: boxes have not been tested. 

c. Wrong part in container: has not been tested systematically 

d. Human populated area: The robot has always stopped when a human entered its safety zone 
during navigation. 

e. Slightly moved boxes, test localization + docking behavior: While this has not been tested 
systematically, it was decided from the start to NOT pay attention to exact box locations and 
to instead preserve the natural variability of the scenario. During the entire set of 
experiments, variability of container locations was almost never a problem. The location 
variance of boxes has been in the range of a few centimeters. This assumption still needs to 
be verified with the small boxes experiment (bin picking) that will be performed in the next 
test sprint. 

f. Packaging material on the floor (material + box on the floor): Cardboard on the floor had no 
effect on the navigation of the robot. Boxes on the floor were detected and caused the robot 
to stop. 
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 Recommendation for the next period 7.1.3
Based on the obtained results we plan to focus on two directions for the next period.  

 

7.1.3.1 Towards 100% reliability for each individual component 
The first direction has to do with debugging the current demo and making it more robust, based on 
our observation during the second test-sprint. There were bugs causing the software to fail that need 
to be examined. Most of them were identified on the robot software and many logs were recorded 
during the second test sprint, and thus we plan to examine and trace back the error messages 
generated by the final demonstrator robot. 

Component wise the second test-sprint was a huge success, the whole integrated system also did 
some successful proof-of-concept runs, but overall there were too many minor errors and failures. 
Our main goal for the next test sprint is to dedicate more time for this integrated testing where such 
errors can be fixed while still having enough time for testing.  

In addition, other unexpected hardware related issues created some limitations that need to be 
addressed for the next test sprint. 

o The infrastructure for efficiently communicating with the robot (bad wireless 
network) was a serious problem 

o The computation power of the onboard computer was limited and hence created 
some bottlenecks in the execution of action nodes and transmission of sensory 
information. 

As particular recommendations for the next period, it is requested to exchange the on-board 
computer of the final demonstrator platform since its computation resources have proven to be 
insufficient. 

 

7.1.3.2 Towards completing the PSA use-case 
For the second test sprint, the STAMINA team dedicated a significant effort to integrate the 
developments into the final hardware (STAMINA robot). This was a necessary step that was time 
consuming but enabled the team to gain significant knowledge, especially concerning the industrial 
hardware. 

This integration effort is expected to be much smaller for the next iteration and will preferably be 
concentrated on an integration week before the actual third test sprint starts.  

The priorities and efforts for the next test sprint will clearly be directed towards solving the PSA 
use-case as described in the D1.1.1. In particular, the application scenario will be:  

1 - Robust picking from pallets (for the 3 families of parts at different levels in the container) 

2 - Proof-of-concept of bin-picking from racks 

3 - Online connection with the PSA MES for receiving kitting orders (that was simulated until now) 

4 - Usability tests of the logistic planner with PSA users (focusing on the world model generation)  

5 - Repeated kitting cycles for measuring KPIs (execution times, MTBF) 

6 - Tests under disturbed conditions (package management, wrong part, obstacles…) 
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8 Appendix 
Paper accepted for publication at the 20th IEEE International Conference on Emerging 
Technologies and Factory Automation September 8-11, 2015, Luxembourg 
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Paper submitted for publication at the IEEE proceedings on Industrial Cyber-physical system  
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